Assuming a stack of two layers of one single dielectric anisotropic material, a crystallographic twist between the layers results in a dielectric contrast at the interface. If the one-dimensional stack is considered to have a discrete translational symmetry along the direction of light propagation, the periodic structure resembles a dielectric Bragg stack. Extending the concept of dielectric contrast by crystallographic contrast in two or more dimensions, an interesting type of photonic crystal is developed. Due to the anisotropic nature of the proposed structure, the optical properties vary by changing the crystallographic twist of the layers, and by changing the directions of the lightflow. In directions of sufficiently large dielectric contrast, propagating electromagnetic modes are confined in regions of high and low dielectric constants. In directions of zero or low dielectric contrast, the electromagnetic modes are coupled, and light propagates through a continuous transparent medium. The photonic band structures of a two-dimensional photonic bicrystal are calculated for different bicrystalline structures. Guidelines for the design of photonic bicrystals by twist wafer bonding are included.
I. INTRODUCTION
In periodic dielectric structures the modes of propagating light are split into optical bands, yielding an optical band structure, analogous to electrons in a periodical potential, which yield a familiar electronic band structure. Electromagnetic modes with frequencies within optical band gaps are forbidden inside the structure, and propagating light as well as spontaneous emission will be completely suppressed. [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] [6] These dielectric structures, or photonic crystals ͑PC's͒, fulfill the optical phase-matching condition of a Fabry-Perot interferometer in one, two or three dimensions. In particular, complete photonic band gaps ͑PBG's͒ for the transverse electric and magnetic polarized modes are pointed out for PC's with high air filling factors. [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] Defects, microcavities, or inhomogenities in a PC, which break the discrete translational symmetry of the periodic dielectricity, lead to localized single states in the photonic band structure. By adjusting the size and geometry of the defect, the localized single state can be shifted into the PBG of the dielectric structure. Since the spatial periodicity of the PC structure must be smaller than the wavelength which shall be suppressed, PC's with PBG's in the visible spectral range are difficult to realize. Presently, wide-band-gap PC's are being fabricated for the microwave regime. 12, 13 Optical absorption increases if the energy of the propagating modes is of the same order of magnitude as the electronic band gap of the PC material.
There is a growing interest in controlling the flow of light in the submicron regime in order to reduce the dimensions of optoelectronic devices. Light-emitting diodes, single-mode waveguides with less crosstalk and resonant-cavity-enhanced photodetectors, are applications of the optical interconnecting network embedded in PC structures. [14] [15] [16] [17] [18] For many proposed and discussed applications, see Ref. 19 .
The speed of light in dielectric anisotropic materials varies with the direction of light propagation. A gradual change of the optical constants is observed in multigranular structures. The dielectric contrast at the grain boundaries varies with the direction of light propagation, and with the misorientation of the grains. If light propagates through a periodic bicrystalline structure with alternating twists of the dielectric grains, the electromagnetic modes become confined. In contrast to unidirectional Bragg reflectors with two different dielectrics, photonic bicrystals ͑PBC's͒ consist of twisted grains of one single anisotropic dielectric material. A breakdown of the symmetry-induced band degeneracy was found in conventional PC's owing to the anisotropy of the dielectric material embedded in a uniform medium. This breakdown generates complete band gaps in the one-third partial Brillouin zone for all cubic PC structures. 20 PBC's in one, two, and three dimensions are illustrated in Figs. 1͑a͒-1͑c͒. In the PBC structure two types of grains are present, denoted as rotated and unrotated grains. The crystallographic orientation of the rotated grains is different from those of the unrotated grains. At the grain boundaries between rotated and unrotated grains, the optical constant of the grains changes noticeably for defined directions of light propagation. In directions of zero dielectric contrast the TE and TM modes are coupled and degenerated. In directions of high dielectric contrast the modes are confined, and PBG's are generated. In this paper a model of a two-dimensional ͑2D͒ PBC based on twisted highly anisotropic dielectrics is developed. The calculated dielectric contrast map and the photonic band structures are based on numerical optical data of hexagonal calcite.
II. DIELECTRIC CONTRAST IN ANISOTROPIC MEDIA
The linear relation between the dielectric displacement D គ of the electric field inside a dielectric medium with no free charges and currents is given as
The symmetric permittivity tensor = has six independent numbers, and can be diagonalized. The eigenvalues of the diagonalized dielectric tensor are the three dielectric constants along the principal axes x i ͑iϭ1, 2, and 3͒. The dielectric contrast ⌬ at the boundary of two twisted grains of one single dielectric anisotropic material depends of the direction k ᠪ of the lightflow. A set of rotational angles ( 1 , 2 , 3 ) is required to determine the misorientation of the twisted grains. The dielectric contrast ⌬ along k ᠪ is written as
The operator ⍀ = rotates the diagonalized permittivity tensor = around the principal axes x 1 , x 2 and x 3 . The corresponding dielectric contrast map of the rotational angles 2 and 3 is shown in Fig. 2 for symmetric points at the edge of the reduced Brillouin zone. The angle 3 remains unchanged for practical reasons. The numbers for the optical constants of the dielectric tensor are from crystalline calcite (CaCO 3 ). 21 Uniaxial calcite has a hexagonal structure with high dielectric contrast between the lattice dimensions a and c. In the energy range around 0.15 eV the real ordinary refraction index n 0 (ϵͱ 2 ϭͱ 3 ) varies around 2.4, with a real extraordinary refraction index n e (ϵͱ 1 ) of about 1.4. The imaginary refraction index is less than 0.02. The rotation around x 1 is ignored. Thus the crystallographic orientation of the rotated grains is given by a twist angle 3 and a tilt angle 2 .
FIG. 1. Checkerboard illustration of periodically rotated and unrotated equal-shaped crystalline grains in one ͑a͒, two ͑b͒, and three ͑c͒ dimensions. The arrows specify the crystallographic orientation of the dielectric anisotropic grains. A periodic dielectric contrast is observed in the direction of propagation k ᠪ at the grain boundaries of the anisotropic dielectrics.
FIG. 2.
Dielectric contrast as a function of the crystallographic contrast for directions of the propagating light according to Eq. ͑2͒ ͑see the text͒. The dielectric contrast is owing to two anisotropic dielectric media of one single material, which are twisted to each other by the angle 3 and tilted by 2 , the rotation around principal axis x 3 and x 2 , respectively. The angles are given in numbers of . Regions of low dielectric contrast are dark, and regions of high dielectric contrast are light. The diagonal elements of the dielectric permittivity tensor are based on the data of hexagonal calcite, given to 1 ϭ1.69 and 2 ϭ 3 ϭ6.25. The light propagates along the directions ͑100͒, ͑010͒, ͑110͒, and ͑101͒. For zero twist and zero tilt, the dielectric contrast obviously disappears for all directions.
III. BAND STRUCTURE OF A PHOTONIC BICRYSTAL
The dielectric contrast of the proposed PBC structure varies by changing the direction of the propagation of light. Along defined directions, the index ellipsoid of the dielectric permittivity tensor of the rotated grains overlaps with the index ellipsoid of the unrotated grains. No dielectric contrast at the grain boundaries is observed in these directions. This is schematically shown in the index representation of two PBC structures in the (x 1 ,x 2 ) plane in Figs. 3͑a͒ and 3͑b͒. At least two directions of light propagation can be found for all two-dimensional photonic bicrystalline structures with uniaxial dielectrics, where both dielectric index ellipsoids overlap. Therefore it is obvious, that uniaxial 2D PBC's cannot have a complete PBG. In Figs. 4 and 5, the calculated photonic band structures of a checkerboard 2D PBC with a grain-size ratio of 50% are presented. The grain-size ratio defines the ratio of the size of rotated to the unrotated grains. The PBC structure is based on square-shaped dielectric grains, which are periodically aligned unrotated and rotated in the (x 1 ,x 2 ) plane. In the calculation the basic stack of rotated grains is repeated four times along the x 1 and x 2 directions for two-dimensional translational symmetry. The x 3 direction is denoted as the surface normal of the twodimensional structure. The PBC structure is assumed to be continuous in the normal direction. As above, the numerical data of the dielectric tensor are the optical constants of calcite. The frequency of the band-structure calculation is scaled by the periodicity a of the photonic structure.
In the photonic band structure presented in Fig. 4 , the rotated squares of the bicrystalline structure are twisted around the principal axis x 3 by /2, and tilted by around the principal axis x 2 . No rotation around the principal axis x 1 is applied. Referring to the dielectric contrast map in Fig.  2 , zero dielectric contrast is found along ͑110͒ for these ro- x 2 ) projection of the index ellipsoid of the unrotated dielectric permittivity tensor and the tensor Ј rotated by /2 around x 3 . Due to the overlap of both index ellipsoids, zero dielectric contrast is obtained along the propagation direction k ᠪ 1 . However, maximal dielectric contrast is obtained along k ᠪ 2 . ͑b͒ (x 1 ,x 2 ) projection of the index ellipsoid of the unrotated dielectric tensor and the tensor Ј rotated by /2 around x 2 . In this representation the rotated dielectric grains of uniaxial calcite are isotropic in the (x 1 ,x 2 ) plane, and embedded in anisotropic dielectric media. Zero dielectric contrast occurs along the propagation direction k ᠪ 1 . Maximal dielectric contrast is obtained along k ᠪ 2 . tational angles. In this geometry the 2D PBC has four directions of light coupling along ͗110͘. However, the maximal dielectric contrast is found along ͗100͘. The crystallographic directions x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 ͑or ͑100͒, ͑010͒, and ͑001͒͒ of the rotated grains correspond to the principal axes ͑010͒, (001 គ ), and ͑100͒. Due to the point symmetry of the index representation of the PBC structure in accordance with Fig. 4 , the size of the irreducible Brillouin zone is one-eighth of the reduced Brillouin zone. The irreducible Brillouin zone of square structures is characterized by the symmetric points ⌫, X, and M. Within the edge points, ⌫X and XM, the TE and TM modes in the photonic band structure are nondegenerated. Along the ͗110͘ directions, from M to ⌫Ј, light propagates through the transparent crystal without confinement: the TE and TM modes are coupled, and the structure is optically homogeneous along these directions. In Fig. 5 , the twist angle of the corresponding photonic structure is set to , and the tilt angle to /2, which changes the crystallographic orientations x 1 , x 2 , and x 3 of the rotated grains to ͑1 គ00͒, ͑001 គ͒, and ͑01 គ0͒. Here the index ellipsoid of the uniaxial rotated permittivity tensor is dielectrically isotropic in the (x 1 ,x 2 ) plane. These isotropic rotated grains are embedded in an anisotropic medium. Zero dielectric contrast is found along the two directions ͑010͒ and (01 គ 0), owing to the overlap of the dielectric index ellipsoids of the rotated grains. The maximal dielectric contrast is found along ͑100͒ and ͑1 គ00͒. The size of the irreducible Brillouin zone is onefourth of the reduced Brillouin zone, denoted by ⌫, X, M, and XЈ. XЈ is the edge of the reduced Brillouin zone given by the reciprocal vector k ᠪ ϭ/a(010). The TE and TM modes are nondegenerated in the entire Brillouin zone, apart from the propagation in directions given by XЈ. For the TM mode, band gaps are generated at the edges X and M of the reduced Brillouin zone. A confinement splitting of the modes occurs at the edge point M. Here only the TM modes are confined.
The introduction of the grain-size ratio is more valuable to classify PBC structures than the fill factor, which generally measures the fraction of electrical energy located inside the high dielectric region. Due to the dielectric anisotropy of PBC's, the fill factor in PBC structures is not constant when varying the direction of the lightflow. The grain-size ratio of PBC's, however, is determined by the geometric dimensions of the bicrystalline structure. By varying the grain-size ratio, the size of grains with a high dielectric constant changes inversely to the size of grains with a low dielectric constant, and vice versa. If the size of the unrotated grains is increased, while the size of the rotated grains is decreased, the position of the PBC will be shifted. This is demonstrated in Fig. 6 for PBG between the first two bands in the photonic band structure at the edge point X of the Brillouin zone. The PBG closes for the grain-size ratio nearby 0% or 100%. The results in Fig. 6 are calculated based on the PBC structure according to Fig. 4 . The band-structure calculations were performed by a modified version of the PHOTON program written by Bell et al.
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IV. REALIZATION OF THE 2D PHOTONIC BICRYSTAL
The key to 2D photonic bicrystals is the design of the substrate. The PBC substrate must provide selected crystalline areas for twin epitaxy. During deposition of the dielectric anisotropic material, grains of different crystallographic orientations are supposed to grow simultaneously on the PBC substrate. Both types of grains accommodate the bicrystalline topology of the substrate by self-organization.
To join different materials with various crystallographic orientations together, direct wafer bonding ͑DWB͒ is the obvious choice. 23 Materials are combined by DWB with no restrictions regarding the crystallographic orientation of the wafers' surface. Two mirror-polished wafers are brought into close contact at room temperature, and attracted by van der Waals forces. After successive annealing of the wafers, the materials adhere tightly due to strong atomic bonds at the interface. Thin epitaxial films are transferred to handling wafers by DWB followed by a procedure to remove the substrate of the film, e.g., by back etch procedures, epitaxial liftoff, or delamination techniques. 24, 25 Thus combinations of misoriented single-crystalline materials are available by wafer bonding with arbitrarily induced twist at the interface. A tilt angle between film and handling substrate can easily be realized by DWB of crystalline materials with surface miscut.
For the design of PBC substrates a thin film with mandatory twist and tilt is transferred to a handling substrate wafer by DWB. The transferred thin film and the handling substrate wafer are recommended to be of the same material to avoid thermally induced mechanical stress during the bonding procedure. By conventional lithographic methods, the bonded film can be patterned by etching the required structure through the thin film into the handling substrate wafer. After processing the substrate the topology is decorated with twisted and tilted single-crystalline islands. Epitaxial islands of various shapes like squares, circles, or ellipses are feasible with different scale parameters, crystallographic orientations, and grain-size ratios. The area of the substrate in between the epitaxial islands is the partly uncovered surface of the handling wafer. In Fig. 7 , the fabrication of a 2D PBC substrate is schematically shown. Finally, the suggested substrate is suitable for the PBC twin epitaxy. One single step is necessary to deposit both types of oriented grains simultaneously on the patterned PBC substrate. Boundaries between twisted and untwisted grains separate the two dielectric regions for dielectric contrast. DWB and etch back techniques followed by lithographic methods are required to design the PBC substrates for bicrystal epitaxy.
V. SUMMARY AND DISCUSSION
A model of a photonic bioriented crystal is proposed based on the concept of dielectric contrast by crystallographic contrast. Twisted and untwisted dielectric anisotropic grains are periodically arranged for two-dimensional alternating dielectric contrast at the grain boundaries. Due to the anisotropic nature of the proposed structure, the dielectric contrast varies with the direction of light propagation. In directions of sufficiently large dielectric contrast, the TE and TM modes are confined within the bicrystalline structure, and photonic band gaps are generated. In directions of low or zero dielectric contrast, the modes are coupled, and the PBC is uniform and optically transparent. The dielectric contrast map and the photonic band structure are presented for different geometries of twisted and untwisted dielectric grains. PBC substrate design in two dimensions is proposed by twist wafer bonding, and thin films transfer with lattice misorientation at the bonding interface. Lithographic methods are necessary to pattern the substrate with twisted single crystalline islands. A single deposition step is required to grow a twin epitaxial PBC structure on the substrate.
The required highly anisotropic materials are rarely available. Beside calcite, only a few materials with large dielectric contrast between the lattice parameters with low dielectric loss exist, e.g., As 2 S 3 ͑at 0.02 eV͒, NaNO 3 ͑at 0.02 eV͒, As 2 Se 3 ͑at 0.03 eV͒, Se ͑at 2.5 eV͒, and graphite ͑at 3 eV͒. 21 Some organic materials with very high dielectric anisotropy like C 6 H 6 O 5 N 2 ͑POM͒ are optically transparent throughout the visible and near-infrared spectra. If a suitable material is found, 2D PBC substrates of various topological structures with induced defects can be designed by twist wafer bonding, substrate back etch, and related techniques. Using solgel, puls-laser deposition, or chemical vapor deposition techniques, self-organized PBC structures might be feasible. Between the twisted grains, grain boundaries exist vertically oriented to the surface of the substrate of the planar PBC structure. It is of practical importance that the vertical expansion of the grain boundaries is orthogonal to the surface of the PBC. Otherwise the phase matching condition is not valid throughout the height or thickness of the bicrystalline structure. Variations of the lateral size dimensions of the grains lead to convolution effects of the photon density of states. During heteroepitaxial film growth on latticemismatched substrates, misfit-associated threading dislocations are introduced into the film. Due to selected area growth on twisted islands the density of threading dislocations in PBC's is expected to be low. 26, 27 Threading dislocations can glide within the grain boundaries without blocking if the mean free path of the gliding dislocations is larger than the dimensions of the grains. During PBC deposition on topologically and crystallographically structured substrates, induced mechanical stress may occur in the bicrystalline structure. Hence piezooptical phenomena should have an additional effect on the dielectric contrast at the grain boundaries. The influence of the periodic topology of the PBC substrate on the optical and mechanical properties of the PBC might be the content in future research.
Potential applications of the PBC are directional lightemitting diodes, antennas, and waveguides. Tuning of electromagnetic modes is possible by imposing external electric fields to the PBC. If the external field is applied to the electrooptical PBC photonic band gaps can be electrically generated. At zero external fields the PBC is uniform and optically transparent in the direction of the lightflow. Electrically induced birefringence in PBC's may find useful applications in effective optical switches and modulators. ACKNOWLEDGMENT A. J. Ward from Imperial College, London ͑UK͒ is gratefully acknowledged for the original source code of the PHO-TON program. FIG. 7 . Schematic design of a checkerboard structured substrate for photonic bicrystal deposition. After twist wafer bonding of a single crystalline thin layer ͑a͒, the topology is structured by etching squares through the thin layer into the layer/substrate interface ͑b͒. Finally, the anisotropic dielectric material is deposited directly on the untwisted area as well as on the twisted islands simultaneously. Twisted ͑black͒ and untwisted ͑gray͒ squared grains are separated by tilt grain boundaries. A periodic dielectric contrast is observed at the grain boundaries for defined directions of the lightflow.
